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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
The City of Sacramento (City) is developing a Specific Plan for the Sacramento Center for Innovation
(Specific Plan) and requires the completion of a historical/cultural resources survey and evaluation of the
plan area as part of the planning and environmental review process. The plan area is located south of
Sacramento State University and west of the Granite Regional Park Development Area. The 240-acre
plan area is generally bound by U.S. Highway 50 to the north, the Union Pacific Railroad to the
west, Power Inn Road to the east, and 21st Avenue to the south. The Specific Plan is described in
Section 1 and the plan area is shown in Figure 1.
The City retained Mead & Hunt, Inc. (Mead & Hunt) to review the plan area and identify properties eligible
for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (California Register) and the Sacramento
Register of Historic and Cultural Resources (Sacramento Register). A description of state regulations and
City ordinances is provided in Section 2.
Mead & Hunt completed research and survey to document and evaluate properties in the built
environment. Mead & Hunt partnered with ECORP Consulting Inc. (ECORP) to provide an analysis of the
potential for archaeological sites within the plan area. The research design and survey methodology are
provided in Section 3.
Fifty-six properties in the built environment at least 45 years of age are located within the plan area.
Mead & Hunt evaluated properties in the built environment to determine if they qualified for listing in the
California Register or Sacramento Register. Based on the results of research and evaluation, two
properties are recommended eligible for listing in the California Register and the Sacramento Register.
No further work is recommended to identify and evaluate properties in the built environment for local and
state environmental review. The results of identification and evaluation efforts for properties in the built
environment are provided in Section 4.
No known archaeological sites are located within the plan area. ECORP provided an analysis to identify
areas of high sensitivity for the presence of historic and prehistoric archaeological sites within the plan
area and provided recommendations for further archaeological investigations for proposed projects in the
future; however, no field survey was completed for the purposes of this report. The results of the
archaeological analysis are provided in Section 5.
Qualifications for staff working on the project are provided in Section 6.
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Project Description

1.

Project Description

The Specific Plan will provide the planning support for development that will transform the plan area into
the hub of the sustainable growth, green technology, and clean energy movement that is growing in
Sacramento. It will provide a clear focus for urban design, development standards, design
guidelines, public facilities, utility capacity, and circulation proposed in the plan area. In
conjunction with the Specific Plan’s development will be the identification of properties, built prior
to 1967, that are and are not eligible for listing in the Sacramento or California Registers as historic
or cultural resources, largely based on this report’s recommendations. Completion of the Specific
Plan is anticipated in early 2013 and will be posted along with additional information on the project
website at http://www.cityofsacramento.org/dsd/projects/innovation-technology-village-sp.cfm.
The plan area is located in portions of Section 15 and Section 22, Township 8N, Range 5E (MDM), south
of Sacramento State University and west of the Granite Regional Park Development Area. The 240-acre
plan area is generally bound by U.S. Highway 50 to the north, the Union Pacific Railroad to the
west, Power Inn Road to the east, and 21st Avenue to the south. Figure 1 on the next page
presents a map showing the proposed plan area.
The purpose of this Historical Resources Survey and Evaluation Technical Report is to identify properties
in the built environment to evaluate eligibility for listing in the California Register and Sacramento
Register, and to provide an analysis of areas of high sensitivity for historic and prehistoric archaeological
sites. City and state registers’ evaluation criteria for listing are described in further detail in Section 2.
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Project Description

Figure 1. Sacramento Center for Innovation Plan Area.
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Section 2
Regulatory Environment

2.

Regulatory Environment

A.

Sacramento Register

The City’s historic preservation policies, goals, and program elements, relative to the identification,
protection, and assistance for the preservation of historic and cultural resources, are found in the Historic
& Cultural Resources Element of the 2030 General Plan and in the Sacramento City Code, Chapter
17.134, articles I-XII. The city code outlines roles, eligibility criteria, and a process for the nomination and
listing of local landmarks and historic districts, including a district’s contributing resources, in the
Sacramento Register. Article IV sets forth the eligibility criteria for Sacramento Register listing, which in
summary include:
Landmarks
•

A nominated resource shall be listed in the Sacramento Register as a landmark if the city council
finds, after holding the hearing(s) required by this chapter, that all of the requirements set forth
below are satisfied by meeting one or more of the following criteria:
o

It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of the history of the city, the region, the state, or the nation.

o

It is associated with the lives of persons significant in the city’s past.

o

It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.

o

It represents the work of an important creative individual or master.

o

It possesses high artistic values.

o

It has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in the prehistory or history
of the city, the region, the state, or the nation.

•

The nominated resource has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, and
association judged with reference to the particular criterion the resource embodies from above.

•

The nominated resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its designation as a
landmark is reasonable, appropriate, and necessary to promote, protect, and further the goals
and purposes of Sacramento City Code, Chapter 17.134.

•

Factors to be considered in determining whether to list a nominated resource on the Sacramento
register as a landmark include:
o

A structure removed from its original location is eligible if it is significant primarily for its
architectural value or it is the most important surviving structure associated with a historic
person or event.
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o

A birthplace or grave is eligible if it is that of a historical figure of outstanding importance
and no other appropriate site or structure is directly associated with his or her productive
life.

o

A reconstructed building is eligible if the reconstruction is historically accurate, if the
structure is presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and if no
other original structure survives that has the same association.

o

Properties that are primarily commemorative in intent are eligible if design, age, tradition,
or symbolic value invests such properties with their own historical significance.

o

Properties achieving significance within the past 50 years are eligible if such properties
are of exceptional importance.

Historic Districts
•

•

A geographic area nominated as a historic district shall be listed in the Sacramento Register as a
historic district if the city council finds that all of the requirements set forth below are satisfied:
o

The area is a geographically definable area.

o

The area possesses either:


A significant concentration or continuity of buildings unified by: (A) past events, or
(B) aesthetically by plan or physical development;



Associated with an event, person, or period significant or important to city history;
or



The designation of the geographic area as a historic district is reasonable,
appropriate, and necessary to protect, promote, and further the goals and
purposes of this chapter and is not inconsistent with other goals and policies of
the City.

Factors to be considered in determining whether to list a geographic area on the Sacramento
Register as a historic district include:
o

A historic district should have integrity of design, setting, materials, workmanship, and
association.

o

The collective historic value of the buildings and structures in a historic district taken
together may be greater than the historic value of each individual building or structure.

Contributing Resources
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•

B.

A nominated resource shall be listed in the Sacramento Register as a contributing resource if the
council finds that all of the following requirements are satisfied:
o

The nominated resource is within a historic district.

o

The nominated resource either embodies the significant features and characteristics of
the historic district or adds to the historical associations, historical architectural qualities,
or archaeological values identified for the historic district.

o

The nominated resource was present during the period of historical significance of the
historic district and relates to the documented historical significance of the historic district.

o

The nominated resource either possesses historic integrity or is capable of yielding
important information about the period of historical significance of the historic district.

o

The nominated resource has important historic or architectural worth, and its designation
as a contributing resource is reasonable, appropriate, and necessary to protect, promote,
and further the goals and purposes of Sacramento City Code, Chapter 17.134.

California Register

The California Register (Public Resources Code [PRC] § 5024.1) is the authoritative guide to the state's
significant historical and archeological resources. The California Register program encourages public
recognition and protection of resources of architectural, historical, archeological, and cultural significance;
identifies historical resources for state and local planning purposes; determines eligibility for state historic
preservation grant funding; and affords certain protections under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA).
A resource is considered historically significant if it meets the one of the following criteria for listing in the
California Register:
1. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of local or
regional history or the cultural heritage of California or the United States.
2. Associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national history.
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master or possesses high artistic values.
4. Has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the prehistory or history of the
local area, California, or the nation.
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Historical resources identified as significant in historical resource surveys conducted by local
governments may be eligible for listing in the California Register if the survey meets one or more of the
criteria for eligibility set forth in PRC § 5024.1(g).
Under the California Register, properties that are less than 50 years in age do not need to possess
exceptional significance; however, enough time must have passed that they can be placed within a
historic context for proper evaluation. In addition to meeting one or more of the criteria listed above, a
historical resource must retain integrity. The California Register references the guidelines of the National
Register of Historic Places (National Register) for determining integrity.
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3.

Research Design and Survey Methodology

A.

Research design
(1)
Previous studies
Mead & Hunt received the results of a records search request from the North Central Information
Center (NCIC) of the plan area on February 27, 2012 (NCIC File No.: SAC-12-13). The results of
the records search request are provided in Appendix A.
Thirteen previous cultural resource investigations, resulting in 16 reports, have been conducted
between 1980 and 2010 within the plan area. A summary of reports resulting from previous
studies is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Previous Historical Resource Survey and Evaluations within the Plan Area

Report
Number

Author(s)

Report Title

Year

Portion of Previous
Coverage within Plan Area

Ann S. Peak &
Associates

Cultural Resource Assessment of
Sacramento Municipal Utility
District’s Project A, Phase II 230 kv
Transmission Line, Hurley to HedgePocket Tap, Sacramento County,
California

1980

Along entire western and
eastern boundaries

2761

JRP Historical and
FWARG

Historic Properties Survey Report:
Downtown Sacramento Amtrak and
Folsom Corridor Light Rail Transit
Extensions and Double Tracking
Project

1999

Along the northern boundary

3312

Billat (Earth Touch)

Letter Report Regarding
Telecommunication Facility at 2901
Power Inn Road

2001

0.1 acre in the northeastern
corner of plan area

3405

Maniery and Kelly
(PAR)

Historical Property Survey of the
Sacramento Army Depot
Redevelopment Plan EIR,
Sacramento County, California

1995

Intersection of Power Inn
Road and Alpine Avenue

3853a

Munns and Turner
(Chambers Group)

Cultural Resources Records Search
and Literature Review Report, Level
(3) Long Haul Fiber Optic Project:
WS04 Sacramento to Cosumnes
River, California

2000

Transmission line along entire
western boundary

3853b

Nelson (Chambers
Group)

Cultural Resources Survey for the
Level (3) Communications Long
Haul Fiber Optics Project

2000

Along entire western
boundary

3853c

Furlong and
Tremaine (Tremaine
& Assoc.)

Archaeological Monitoring for WS04
Long Haul Fiber Optic Segment,
Between Sacramento and
Bakersfield, California

2001

Unable to determine; may
include small portions along
plan area boundary

488
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Table 1. Previous Historical Resource Survey and Evaluations within the Plan Area
Report
Number

5809

Year

Portion of Previous
Coverage within Plan Area

2002

Approx. 0.1 acre at 7930 14
Avenue in south-central plan
area

Munns and Turner
(Chambers Group)

Cultural Resources Survey Report,
Level (3) Long Haul Fiber Optic
Project: WS04 Through West
Sacramento and Sacramento,
California

2000

Intersection of 14th Avenue
and the transmission lines
along the western boundary

Jones & Stokes
Associates

Archaeological and Architectural
Inventory and Determination of
Eligibility and Effect of the Butterfield
to Mather Field Light Rail Extension
and Brighton Bridge Double
Tracking Project

1993

Western half of the railroad
that passes through the
northern plan area

Caltrans District 3

Historic Property Survey Report,
Negative Archaeological Survey
Report, and Historic Resources
Evaluation Report

2006

Bridge 24-0286L (carries SR
50 over Hornet Drive, in
northeastern corner of plan
area)

Goetter (LSA)

Historic Property Survey Report for
the Redding Avenue Bicycle and
Pedestrian Improvements Project,
Sacramento, Sacramento County,
California, Caltrans District 3

2008

Intersection of Folsom
Boulevard and transmission
lines that run along western
boundary

Baker (PAR)

Historic Property Survey Report,
Folsom Boulevard Widening and
Ramona Avenue Extension Project,
City of Sacramento, California

2010

Irregular portions of the
northwestern quadrant of the
plan area

Author(s)

Report Title

Derr and Brown
(Brown and Mills)

Historical and Cultural Resource
Assessment for 14th and Power Inn,
Site No. SA-976-03, 7930 14th

th

Avenue, Sacramento, California

5814

6092

8211 (3)

9236

10446

Portions of the perimeter of the plan area and a small portion of the interior of the plan area have been
previously surveyed for built environment and archaeological resources. A review of the results of the
records search request and previous studies identified six previously documented properties within the
plan area. 1 No recorded archaeological sites were identified within the plan area. Documented
properties provided in the NCIC records search results are shown in Table 2. The six previously
documented properties were reevaluated, with the results provided in Table 2. Mead & Hunt obtained
copies of previous studies and Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 Forms for the six
documented properties from the NCIC in May 2012 for inclusion into this report.
1

Two properties listed in the NCIC records search results, the Brighton Substation (Primary Number P-34-889)
and Army Depot 5 (Primary Number P-34-732), are not within the plan area. Three beam and girder overpasses
constructed in 1971 identified by Goetter in 2008 include Bridge No. 24-0286L (U.S. Highway 50 over First
Transcontinental and Sacramento Valley Railroads) and Bridge Nos. 24-0286L and 24-0286R (U.S. Highway 50 over
Folsom Boulevard – eastbound and westbound). These bridges are not eligible because they do not meet the age
requirements or exceptional significance to be considered for national, state, or local designation.
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Table 2. Previously Documented Properties Within the Plan Area
Primary
Number
P-34-

Site
Number
CA-SAC-

Most Recent
Recorder and
Year

Date of
construction

Potential for
Associated
Archaeological
Deposits? (type)

First Transcontinental
Railroad segment
(current Union Pacific
Railroad) 3

1869

Yes (old
grades/beds,
refuse)

Duncan’s Store/Brighton
Oil, 7400 Folsom
Boulevard

c.1911,
c.1920

Not likely

Age/
Period

Previous Eligibility
Recommendations 2

Description

Historic

1CL - Listed in California Register
(State Historical Landmark No.
780); 6Z – found ineligible for the
National Register, California
Register, and designation as a
local landmark through survey
evaluation

478-H

Maniery
(PAR) 2009

3449

N/A

C. Ceasar
1985

Historic

5S2 – Eligible for Sacramento
Register

3450

N/A

C. Ceasar
1985

Historic

N/A - nonextant

Chorich Residence, 7716
Folsom Boulevard (no
longer extant)

1924

Yes (residential)

Historic

6Z – Found ineligible for the
National Register, California
Register or designation as a local
landmark through survey
evaluation

Single-family residence
and Paul & Sons
Automotive Body Repair,
6948 Folsom Boulevard

1941, 1948

Yes (residential)

505

4120

N/A

Baker (PAR)
2010

2

Previous eligibility recommendations are based on the California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) Status Codes listed in the Historic Property Data File
or the closest equivalent Status Code as described in previous historical resource survey and evaluation reports or on DPR 523 forms.
3

The segment of the line carried by the Brighton Underpass (Bridge No. 24C0235) was determined a noncontributing portion of the overall property in 2010
due to a loss of integrity. This property is listed in the California Register and previous survey and evaluation reports state it has been determined eligible for the
National Register.
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Table 2. Previously Documented Properties Within the Plan Area
Primary
Number
P-34-

4121

N/A

Site
Number
CA-SAC-

N/A

N/A

Most Recent
Recorder and
Year

Maniery
(PAR) 2009

Baker (PAR)
2010

Age/
Period

Historic

Historic
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Description

Date of
construction

Potential for
Associated
Archaeological
Deposits? (type)

3S – Appears eligible for the
National Register through survey
evaluation

Brighton Underpass
(Bridge No. 23C0235)
and Floodgate, Folsom
Boulevard at railroad
tracks, approximately
800 feet west of U.S.
Highway 50

1928

No

2B – Determined eligible for the
National Register as an individual
property and as a contributor to
an eligible district

Sacramento Valley
Railroad segment, along
north side of Brighton
Avenue (currently the
alignment of the
Sacramento Light Rail
Transit)

c.1856

Yes (old
grades/beds,
refuse)

Previous Eligibility
Recommendations 2
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(2)
Sources of additional research
Additional research focused on the physical development of the plan area to supplement existing
historic contextual themes in previous studies to evaluate properties’ eligibility for listing in the
California Register and Sacramento Register and to complete the analysis for identifying potential
archaeological sites within the plan area as described below. Research was conducted at the
Center for Sacramento History, the California State Library, and the City of Sacramento Planning
Department. Additional information was collected by Mead & Hunt from city residents
knowledgeable about the history and development of the plan area. A list of sources consulted in
the preparation of this report is included in the bibliography.
(3)
Native American outreach
Mead & Hunt assisted the City to coordinate outreach with Native Americans known to have an
interest in properties associated with the prehistory or history of the plan area. Mead & Hunt
obtained a list of tribes and individuals with an interest in the plan area identified by the Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC) and the City. On May 22, 2012, Mead & Hunt sent
letters to interested tribes and individuals notifying them of the Specific Plan’s preparation and to
solicit information regarding properties associated with the prehistory and history in the plan area
or to provide concerns about the Specific Plan. Follow up telephone calls were completed on
July 19, 2012, to interested tribes and individuals. Two tribes provided a response: the Shingle
Springs Band of Miwok Indians and the United Auburn Indian Community of the Auburn
Rancheria. The City provided a response to the requests. Copies of correspondence of Native
American outreach efforts are included in Appendix B.

B.

Survey methodology

On May 28 through June 1, 2012, Mead & Hunt staff completed a survey of properties in the built
environment that were at least 45 years in age. Properties that met this criterion were photographically
recorded using high-resolution digital photography along with location and descriptive information related
to the architectural features of each property. Surveyed properties in the built environment are provided
in Section 4.
ECORP reviewed the previous studies to determine if portions or all of the plan area has been subjected
to a cultural resources inventory and whether or not archaeological sites have been previously
documented within the plan area. In addition, historical topographic maps were consulted to determine
sensitivity of the plan area for the presence of prehistoric or historic archaeological sites. This information
was used to prepare a summary of previous studies, any previously documented archaeological sites,
and areas of high sensitivity for the presence of historic and prehistory archaeological sites within the plan
area.
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4.

Built Environment

A.

Historic context

Research and historic contextual themes in previous studies and site-specific history on previously
documented properties within the plan area were summarized according to areas of significance defined
by the National Park Service. Supplemental research focused on historic contextual themes related to
surveyed properties in the built environment not provided in previous studies. The following historic
contextual themes were identified as influential to the development of the plan area and surveyed
properties.
(1)
Settlement, agriculture, and residential development
Permanent settlement of the region began in 1839 when the Mexican government granted Swiss
Immigrant John Sutter a large swath of land in the Sacramento Valley near the confluence of the
American and Sacramento Rivers. The area became a regional trade and supply center for
travelers crossing the Sierra Nevada Mountains in the 1840s. After gold was discovered near
Coloma in 1848, the area grew rapidly due to its ideal location between San Francisco and the
northern gold mine fields. Sacramento was incorporated as a city in 1850, and its growth
coincided with expanding transportation networks and commerce with outlying markets and
communities. 4
The town of Brighton was established in 1849 about three miles east of Sutter’s Fort, near the
west bank of the American River. Brighton was located outside the plan area with the presentday Union Pacific Railroad serving as its eastern boundary. By 1880 the town site was
surrounded by orchards, vineyards, hop fields, and other crops, including sugar beets and wheat,
and stock-raising on predominately small farms, which corresponded with the emergence of
Sacramento as an established agricultural center by the 1860s. Most parcels surrounding the
Brighton town site were devoted to farming and ranged in size from 20 acres to over 1,200 acres.
The town site consisted of approximately 13 blocks. Little development occurred in Brighton;
approximately five structures appear within or near the platted town site in 1911. 5
By 1918 the northern portion of the plan area was subdivided as the New Ramona Colony, bound
by present-day Power Inn Road on the east, 14th Avenue on the south, the railroad corridor to the
west, and Folsom Boulevard to the north. Advertised as the “gem of the whole valley” and “the
4

Ann Munns et al., Cultural Resources Survey Report, Level (3) Long Haul Fiber Optic Project: WSO4 Through
West Sacramento and Sacramento, California, prepared for Level (3) Project Office, 14 December 1999, revised 12
January 2000, 5; PAR Environmental Services, Inc., Historical Property Survey of the Sacramento Army Depot
Redevelopment Plan EIR, Sacramento County, California, prepared for Sacramento Housing and Development
Agency on behalf of Gail Ervin Consulting (May 1995), 5-8.
5

Gail Ervin Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment Plan, Sacramento, California: Administrative Draft and
Subsequent Environmental Impact Report , prepared for the City of Sacramento (20 February 2004), 4.7-4 – 4.7-6;
United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey Map, Brighton Quadrangle, Sacramento County,
California, 1911.
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coming Pasadena of Sacramento,” this development was envisioned as an agricultural colony
with large parcels (presumably for small-scale farming). New Ramona Colony eventually
included a small subdivision known as Ramona Villa, which consisted of small, densely platted
parcels. Small parcel sizes in Ramona Villa indicate that the area was likely a speculative
residential development. 6
The small parcel dimensions of Ramona Villa no longer exist and no properties associated with
early agriculture, Brighton, New Ramona Colony, or Ramona Villa were identified during the
survey of the plan area.

Figure 2. New Ramona advertisement, 1887 (image provided to Mead &
Hunt by the City and is avaliable at the City Community Development
Department).

6

Map of the City of Sacramento and Vicinity, 1918, available at California State Library, Sacramento, Calif.;
“New Ramona! New Ramona!” (Advertisement in the Sacramento Bee, 17 December 1887).
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Figure 3. Excerpt from map, c.1910 (image provdied to Mead & Hunt by the City and is avaliable at the
City Community Development Department).
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Figure 4. 1956 plat map of the plan area (image provdied to Mead & Hunt by the City
and is avaliable at the City Community Development Department).
(2)
Transportation and commerce
Transportation corridors, such as railroads and early roads, were important to the commercial
growth of Sacramento by facilitating the shipment of goods to regional and distant markets. 7 By
1860 the Sacramento Valley Railroad (SVRR) linked Sacramento with Folsom, and by 1870 the
Central Pacific Railroad (CPRR) connected Sacramento and San Jose, crossing the SVRR at the
former Brighton town site west of the plan area. 8 The present-day Union Pacific Railroad along
the western boundary of the plan area was constructed in 1869 by the Central Pacific Railroad to
serve as the mainline of the route between Sacramento and Niles, which is part of the
transcontinental railroad. The Southern Pacific Railroad began leasing the line in 1885 and
acquired the line around 1900. In 1911 the line carried the Southern Pacific Railroad’s Niles and
Sacramento Line. The Union Pacific Railroad acquired the railroad in the 1990s. Typically,
7

Dillinger, William C., Ed Littrell, and Felix Smith, trans., The Lower American River, Prehistory to Parkway
(American River Natural History Association, May 2005), 89-90; Gail Ervin Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment
Plan, 4.7-4.
8

Gail Ervin Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment Plan, 4.7-6.
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commercial, industrial, agricultural processing, and residential development occurred near
railroad corridors. 9 A portion of the Union Pacific Railroad is the only property associated with
early railroads identified during the survey of the plan area. In 1995 it was determined eligible for
inclusion in the National Register at the state level of significance and is eligible for listing in the
California Register.
Folsom Boulevard served as an important early road linking Sacramento to San Francisco and
the Sacramento Valley communities and Sierra Mountains to the east. In 1928 Folsom Boulevard
was designated as U.S. Highway 50 and the route continued as one of the main east-west
automobile routes in Sacramento. In 1928-1929 the Southern Pacific Railroad, in a joint effort
with the State Department of Public Works, constructed an underpass and flood gate to separate
rail and automobile traffic along Folsom Boulevard/U.S. Highway 50. The construction of the
underpass and flood gate alleviated one of the most dangerous at-grade railroad crossings in
Sacramento. 10
After World War II, a new corridor for U.S. Highway 50 was developed with the acquisition of
right-of-way by the California Department of Transportation. Between 1967 and 1975 the new
alignment of U.S. Highway 50 was constructed north of Folsom Boulevard within the plan area.
In 2010 the Brighton Underpass and Flood Gate were determined eligible for inclusion in the
National Register as a rare example of a 1920s grade separation with integrated flood gates in
Sacramento. 11 No other properties with a direct association with transportation were identified
within the plan area.
(3)
Industrial and commercial development
Industrial and commercial development in the general vicinity of the plan area began in earnest
during the early twentieth century. Businesses were initially oriented along the railroad corridors
and Folsom Boulevard. By 1915 businesses within the general vicinity were located along the
south side of Folsom Boulevard. Little information exists for early industrial or commercial
development within the plan area; however, early businesses adjacent to the plan area included
the Schaw-Batcher Company Pipe Works, a hotel, an auto garage, and a dance hall. 12
Commercial and industrial development along the transportation routes continued during the
1920s and 1930s with restaurants, a service station, and other auto-related businesses that
catered to motorists centered along Folsom Boulevard/U.S. Highway 50 within the general
vicinity, but outside the plan area. Based on properties identified during the survey and a review
of maps from the period, there appears to have been limited development within the plan area,

9

Gail Ervin Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment Plan, 4.7-6 - 4.7-7.

10

Gail Ervin Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment Plan, 4.7-6; City of Sacramento and California Department
of Transportation, Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Assessment and Section 4(f) De Minimis Impact
Finding (July 2011), 2-21– 2-22.
11

Gail Ervin Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment Plan, 4.7-6 – 4.7-7.

12

Gail Ervin Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment Plan, 4.7-7.
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with a small concentration north of 14th Avenue. 13 One property was identified during the survey
that is associated with the early period of industrial and commercial development: Duncan’s
Store/Brighton Oil located at 7400 Folsom Boulevard.
World War II and federal defense spending were major impetuses to economic expansion
nationwide between the 1940s and 1960s, and Sacramento was no exception. The local
economy was bolstered by nearby military installations at McClellan Field, Mather Field, and the
Army Signal Depot. Military facilities provided a major source of employment during this period,
which also resulted in the expansion of commerce and industry. 14 During the postwar period, City
officials also worked closely with the Chamber of Commerce to attract new businesses, large and
small, to Sacramento. 15
The larger parcel sizes, combined with the close proximity to transportation routes, made the area
ideal for industrial and commercial uses. By 1949 a large gravel pit was located between the
present-day Union Pacific Railroad and Ramona Avenue. Proctor & Gamble opened a
manufacturing facility in 1951 near the intersection of Power Inn Road and Fruitridge Road
(outside the plan area). 16 By 1954 the California Youth Authority (CYA) complex, a youth
correctional facility, occupied a large parcel bound generally by present-day Cucamonga Avenue,
Ramona Avenue, Power Inn Road, and Brighton Avenue. The CYA built its Northern Youth
Correctional Reception Center and Clinic on vacant lots and remained open for many years. No
buildings remain on the site once occupied by the large CYA facility. 17
Numerous industrial and commercial buildings were constructed in the plan area between the
mid-to-late 1960s and the present day. Surveyed properties from this period include the Gilmore
Steel Company, which occupied the large building at 3000 Power Inn Road currently used by
Atlas Disposal. The Lukenbill Company constructed a series of concrete slab tilt-up warehouses
during the 1970s and 1980s. These warehouses are generally located along Carlton Road and
Clifton Road, but were not surveyed because they are not yet 45 years in age. The Lukenbill
Company was active in Sacramento during the 1970s and 1980s, and these tilt-up warehouses
represent typical construction carried out by the company in Sacramento during this period.
Recent industrial and commercial construction is generally concentrated along Power Inn Road,
Folsom Boulevard, and U.S. Highway 50, and includes office buildings, hotels, self-storage

13

United State Department of the Interior, Geological Survey Map, Brighton Quadrangle, Sacramento County,
California, 1911; Gail Ervin Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment Plan, 4.7-9.
14

Steven M. Avella, Sacramento, Indomitable City (Arcadia Publishing, 2003) 104, 117.

15

Avella, 118.

16

Avella, 118.

17

PAR Environmental Services, Inc., Historic Property Survey Report: Folsom Boulevard Widening and Ramona
Avenue Extension Project, City of Sacramento, CA (prepared for the City of Sacramento, Mark Thomas, and the
California Department of Transportation, District 3, 22 March 2010), 11; United State Department of the Interior,
Geological Survey Map, Sacramento East Quadrangle, Sacramento County, California, 1949 and 1954.
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buildings, gas stations, and commercial retail buildings. 18 A number of industrial and commercial
buildings dating from the early-to-mid 1960s were surveyed.
(4)
Architecture
The architectural styles and vernacular forms represented in the plan area generally consist of
front gable and side gable examples of residential dwellings from the c.1920s to the c.1960s,
Ranch-style residential dwellings with modest elements of Colonial Revival, and minimalist homes
from the post-World War II era. One residence, located at 8005 Merced Avenue, displays modest
design features of the Tudor Revival style with the use of decorative brick window and door
surrounds. The majority of residential architecture within the plan area dates to the post-World
War II period and consists of small unadorned ubiquitous Ranch-style front and side gable forms.
These forms are commonly found in Sacramento, the region, and the U.S. Typical postwar
housing with few if any distinctive design features consists of one level minimalist and Ranchstyle homes. Common design features of the postwar minimalist house generally include a
compact form, minimal roof overhangs, front porches reduced to a small sheltered area at the
entrance, attached one-car garage, and horizontally divided two-over-two windows and picture
windows. Common design features of the Ranch-style house include low profiles, roofs with a
low pitch and broad overhangs, small covered entries, integrated garages or carport, and picture
windows. Both minimalist homes and Ranch Houses may feature stucco or a variety of other
exterior materials. 19
Postwar residences within the plan area are intermixed with industrial warehouses and
commercial buildings with little to no distinctive design features. Many of these residences
feature alterations with the application of non-original siding materials, altered fenestration, and
unsympathetic additions. Collectively, the residential development within the plan area does not
represent a cohesive example of suburban development associated with the post-World War II
period. The Ranch-style homes at 7937 19th Avenue and at 3316 Ramona Avenue are modest
examples of architecture with the overall form and common features such as low-pitch rooflines,
picture windows, and integrated garages. However, they are not outstanding examples of a type
in comparison to other collections of intact residences in Sacramento and the region.
Generally, the architecture associated with other property types within the plan area, such as
industrial and commercial buildings in particular, display astylistic utilitarian forms associated with
low-cost post-World War II design, such as pole and cinder block construction. These forms have
little to no ornamentation, and, as such, most do not appear to merit any significance under this
theme. One industrial building, located at 3000 Power Inn Road, displays a modest use of late
International-style design features; however, this building remains a fairly typical example of an
industrial property type within the broader context of Sacramento. One extant church in the plan
18

John D. Cox, “Maybe It Should Be Lukensbuild, Not Lukenbill,” Sacramento Bee, 4 March 1985; Gail Ervin
Consulting, 65th Street Redevelopment Plan, 4.7-7.
19

California Department of Transportation, Tract Housing in California, 1945-1973: A Context for National
Register Evaluation (Sacramento, Calif.: California Department of Transportation, 2011), 67-78.
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area, located at 3930 Power Inn Road, served area residents but has no identifiable ethnic
groups associated with the congregation, no association with trends important in local or regional
history, and no distinctive architectural design features. 20 See Section 4.B below for further
discussion of these properties.

B.

Results of survey and evaluation

Built environment properties at least 45 years in age surveyed within the plan area are listed in Table 3
below. Based on the historic contextual themes listed in Section 4.A, Mead & Hunt completed an
evaluation to determine the eligibility for listing in the Sacramento Register and California Register.
Four built environment properties within the plan area were previously evaluated and recommended
eligible for listing in the Sacramento Register, California Register, and/or the National Register:
•

First Transcontinental Railroad, located along the western edge of the plan area running parallel
to East Railroad Avenue

•

Duncan’s Store/Brighton Oil, located at 7400 Folsom Boulevard

•

The Brighton Underpass (Bridge 24-0235) and Floodgate, located at the intersection of Folsom
Boulevard and First Continental Railroad (current Union Pacific Railroad)

•

Sacramento Valley Railroad, located along the north side of Brighton Avenue (current alignment
of Sacramento Light Rail Transit)

These properties along with the one extant property previously surveyed and evaluated as not eligible
were reevaluated as part of this effort (see Table 2 in Section 3). Recommendations of whether these
properties are significant and/or retain integrity are provided in Table 3 below along with newly surveyed
properties.
Surveyed properties were also evaluated collectively for a possible historic district. Overall, the collection
of properties in the plan area does not retain the physical integrity necessary to represent a cohesive
collection of commercial, industrial, or residential buildings that resulted from broad patterns of community
planning and development that made important contributions to the history of Sacramento or the region;
nor is it representative of an identifiable grouping of buildings that display locally or regionally distinctive
architectural styles or property types. No eligible historic districts were identified.
The eligibility of structures for listing in the California Register and Sacramento Register built since 1967
should be evaluated by a professional who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional
Qualifications Standards for architectural history and history since these structures were not surveyed as
part of this effort.

20

Calvin McGee, phone interview by Mead & Hunt, Sacramento, Calif., 25 June 2012.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100210230000

Industrial building

7840

14th Avenue

c.1960, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction; clad with
board and baton and
composite wood siding;
side gable roof; large
storage structure
attached with shed roof
and partially enclosed
storage area.

This industrial building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial development; or served as an impetus to industrial development within the plan
area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to
physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not
meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.

21

Construction dates for properties identified in the survey were based on available Sacramento County Assessor records, GIS tax parcel data, online information, and
professional judgment during field survey activities. Generally, building permits (either online, at the City, or the Center for Sacramento History) are not available for
properties in the plan area.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100810250000

Ancillary
industrial/
commercial
building

8006

th

18 Avenue
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c.1940, one-story,
concrete foundation
rectangular plan, frame
construction with vertical
composite wood siding;
exposed rafters; side
gable roof; alterations
include replacement
siding and windows.
Limited access to
property from public rightof-way due to fencing and
gates resulted in poor
images for use in this
report.

This ancillary building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial/commercial development; or served as an impetus to industrial/commercial
development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays
diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California
Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100530240000

Commercial
building

7933

th

18 Avenue
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c.1960, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco, wide overhanging
eave on facade; nonhistoric detached garage
at rear; flat roof;
alterations include
replacement windows.

This commercial property does not appear to have an important association with commercial development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II commercial properties are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would be
associated with early or a formative period of commercial development; or served as an impetus to
commercial development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also
displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and
diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100810260000

Commercial
building

8020

th

18 Avenue
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c.1945, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan,
concrete block, flat roof,
metal awning on facade,
garage door at rear;
alterations include
replacement windows
and non-historic
particleboard shed roof
addition, and two
detached frame carports
at building rear.

This commercial property does not appear to have an important association with commercial development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II commercial properties are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would be
associated with early or a formative period of commercial development; or served as an impetus to
commercial development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also
displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and loss of
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100830190000

Single-family
property

7937

th

19 Avenue
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c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
Ranch, frame with
horizontal wood cladding
and vertical wood in
gable ends, side gable
with wood shingles,
picture window, and
integral one-car garage;
alterations include
replacement windows.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II Ranch-style homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100830170000

Single-family
property

7999

th

19 Avenue
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This property appears to have initially been residential in use before undergoing alterations. It does not
appear to have an important association with residential development in Sacramento or the region or other
themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register
or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and research, the property does not have
a known association with a person of historic significance and does not possess significance under Criterion
2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a
locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. Post-World War II Ranch-style homes are
plentiful in the region. A better representative example would retain distinctive design features. It also
displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and loss of
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.

c.1960, one-story,
concrete foundation,
frame with vertical wood
siding and brick veneer,
flat roof; alterations
include removal of rear
portion of building, added
concrete block wall, and
window replacements.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible
This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register Criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register Criteria.

06100830130000

Single-family
property

8021

th

19 Avenue
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c.1945, one-story,
concrete foundation,
frame, front gable roof
with asphalt shingles;
shed addition to north
with artificial siding;
alterations include
composite wood siding
and replacement
windows.

This property’s historic use was a single-family dwelling one of many that once existed along this street. It is
now used as an office and is surrounded by a large asphalt parking lot, fencing, and industrial equipment.
This building is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. A
better example would retain integrity of workmanship, setting, association, and feeling representative of a
c.1945 residence. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under
Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of
significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California
Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06101110060000

Single-family
property

8024

th

19 Avenue
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c.1925, one-story,
concrete foundation,
frame, cutaway front
porch, hip roof with
asphalt shingles and
exposed rafters;
alterations include vinyl
siding, replacement
windows, and non-historic
attached one-car garage.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. A better
example would retain integrity of workmanship, setting, association, and feeling representative of a c.1925
residence. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under
Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of
significance and loss of integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register
or the Sacramento Register.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100510310000

Single-family
property

7917

Amador
Avenue
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c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
with stucco and stone
veneer, side gable with
asphalt shingles, historic
side addition; alterations
include replacement
windows and non-historic
front porch.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
The property also includes a large whiskey jug made out of concrete and stucco. This is an example of
vernacular folk art architecture and was constructed in 1976. It is presently not yet old enough to be qualify
for national, state, or local designation; however, it should be reevaluated when it reaches 50 years of age in
2026.
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100510300000

Single-family
property

7921

Amador
Avenue
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c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco, side gable roof
with historic rear
additions; alterations
include non-historic front
porch roof and
replacement windows.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100520050000

Single-family
property

7922

Amador
Avenue
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c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with vertical
composite wood siding,
flat roof with slight pitch,
three-light original
windows; alterations
include replacement
windows. According to
discussions with a local
resident, this residence
may have been surplus
housing subsequently
relocated to this location
from Mather Field.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. This postWorld War II surplus military housing may have been moved to this location, and, as such, no longer has a
direct association with this theme. A better representative example from this period would retain integrity of
location and clearly retain common design features of standardized military housing, which if present are
obscured due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register, nor
does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this
property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100510290000

Single-family
property

7925

Amador
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco, flat roof with slight
pitch; alterations include
replacement windows
and non-historic shed
attached to east
elevation.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100520060000

Single-family
property

7926

Amador
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with vertical
composite wood siding,
flat roof with slight pitch;
alterations include
replacement windows.
According to discussions
with a local resident, this
residence may have been
surplus housing
subsequently relocated to
this location from Mather
Field.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. This postWorld War II surplus military housing may have been moved to this location, and, as such, no longer has a
direct association with this theme. A better representative example from this period would retain integrity of
location and clearly retain common design features of standardized military housing, which if present are
obscured due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor
does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this
property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100510280000

Single-family
property

7929

Amador
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco, side gable with
asphalt shingles;
alterations include side
addition and replacement
windows.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100520090000

Ancillary
industrial/
commercial
building

7942

Amador
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1940, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction, side gable
roof with asphalt
shingles, garage door,
non-historic side gable
frame garage with
applied stucco on
property; alterations
include composite wood
siding. Limited access to
property from public rightof-way due to fencing and
gates resulted in poor
images for use in this
report.

This ancillary building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial/commercial development; or served as an impetus to industrial/commercial
development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays
diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California
Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100520110000

Single-family
property

8004

Amador
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. A better
example would retain integrity of workmanship, setting, association, and feeling representative of a c.1925
residence. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under
Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of
significance and loss of integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register
or the Sacramento Register.

c.1925, one-story,
concrete foundation,
frame construction,
cutaway front porch, front
gable roof with asphalt
shingles; alterations
include vertical composite
wood siding and
replacement windows.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100520030000
Ancillary
industrial/
commercial
building

8016

Amador
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco; alterations
include a non-historic
shed roof enclosure.

This ancillary building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial/commercial development; or served as an impetus to industrial/commercial
development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays
diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California
Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

07902420020000

Single-family
property

7430

Brighton
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. A better
example would retain integrity of setting, association, and feeling representative of a c.1920 residence. The
residence also lacks architectural distinction and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register
nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance, this property does not meet
the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.

c.1920, one-story, frame
construction with
clapboard, gable-on-hip
roof, front gable
projecting wing, six-overone windows.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100530090000

Single-family
property

8004

Butte
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco, front gable roof,
front gable porch;
alterations include
replacement windows
and a non-historic
carport.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100530100000

Single-family
property

8008

Butte
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco, front gable roof
with low pitch and wide
overhanging eaves;
alterations include
replacement windows
and porch. According to
discussions with a local
resident, this residence
may have been surplus
housing subsequently
relocated to this location
from Mather Field.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. This postWorld War II surplus military housing may have been moved to this location, and, as such, no longer has a
direct association with this theme. A better representative example from this period would retain integrity of
location and clearly retain common design features of standardized military housing, which if present are
obscured due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor
does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this
property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100530280000

Single-family
property

8016

Butte
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.

c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation
rectangular plan, frame
construction, front gable
roof; alterations include
vertical composite wood
siding and replacement
windows.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100530320000

Single-family
property

8020

Butte
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.

c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco, front gable roof;
alterations include an
altered side entrance and
replacement windows.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible
This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria.

06100240190000

Single-family
property

7949

Carlton Road

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1930, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
with stucco, hip roof with
non-historic tile, twoover-two windows, front
gable projection on roof
facade; alterations
include enclosed front
porch, non-historic stone
veneer, rear addition,
and conversion to
religious property.

This property’s historic use was a single-family dwelling, one of many that once existed along this street. It is
now used for religious purposes and is largely surrounded by asphalt parking lots. This building is not an
example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. A better example would
retain integrity of workmanship, setting, association, and feeling representative of a c.1930 residence. It also
displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and loss of
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100510100000

Single-family
property

8000

Carlton Road

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1945, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction with applied
stucco, side gable with
asphalt shingles, sliding
sash windows, historic
rear addition; alterations
include some
replacement windows.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. A better
example would retain integrity of workmanship, setting, association, and feeling representative of a c.1945
residence and/or distinctive design characteristics. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical
alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento
Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the
criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100240150000

Single-family
property

8015

Carlton Road

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not
meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.

c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan,
concrete block, hip roof
with asphalt shingles and
exposed rafters, multilight casement windows,
cutaway porch, detached
two-car garage.
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Section 4
Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

06100240100000

Single-family
property

8034

Clifton Road

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. A better
example would retain integrity of workmanship, materials, setting, association, and feeling representative of
a c.1940 residence and/or distinctive design characteristics. It is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and
diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.

c.1940, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame,
hip roof, shed roof front
porch; alterations include
replacement windows,
composite wood siding,
and altered porch.
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Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

07902600050000

Single-family
property

7717

Cucamonga
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1965, one-story,
concrete foundation,
Ranch, frame
construction with applied
stucco, side gable roof
with asphalt shingles,
projecting front gable
wing, picture window,
integral garage with
breezeway; alterations
include replacement
windows and large
garage addition to east
side.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

6Z - Not eligible

07902600060000

Ancillary
industrial/
commercial
building

7825

Cucamonga
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
with metal siding, side
gable roof with metal,
portion of building serves
as garage, shed roof
porch on east elevation;
alterations include
replacement windows.

This ancillary building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial/commercial development; or served as an impetus to industrial/commercial
development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays
diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California
Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.
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Built Environment
Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Address
(Main address
as shown on
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6Z - Not eligible

06101110140000

Industrial building

4503

East
Railroad
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan,
concrete block structural
system with stucco
exterior; alterations
include replacement
windows with integral
door and rear addition.

This industrial building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial development; or served as an impetus to industrial development within the plan
area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to
physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and loss of integrity, this property does not
meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

06100810230000
Ancillary
industrial/
commercial
building

7901

East
Railroad
Avenue

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1940, rectangular plan,
frame, square wood
supports with bracing,
shed roof with exposed
rafters; alterations include
non-historic materials that
enclose one side of shed.

This ancillary building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial/commercial development; or served as an impetus to industrial/ commercial
development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays
diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California
Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902220020000

Single-family
property/Commerc
ial building

6948

Folsom
Boulevard

P-34-4120

This property consists of
four buildings: a 1941
residence and duplex, a
c.1955 automotive shop,
and a 1948 garage.
Limited access to
property from public rightof-way due to fencing and
gates resulted in poor
images for use in this
report.

Based on visible portions and previous documentation, the property does not appear to have an important
association with residential or commercial development in Sacramento, the region, or other themes in the
historic context. Therefore, it does not possess significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or
meet the Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and research, the property does not
have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not possess significance under
Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example
of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. It displayed diminished integrity at the
time of initial documentation in 1999 and appears to continue to lack integrity and architectural merit. As a
result, it is not considered significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register and does not meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not
meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.

This property was
previously documented in
1999 and 2009 and found
not to meet the criteria for
listing in the Sacramento
or California Registers.
Based on the information
in the completed DPR
523 Form, Mead & Hunt
concurs with the previous
evaluation.
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Duncan’s
Store/Brighton Oil
Depot
P-34-3449
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in Appendix
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7400

Street

Folsom
Boulevard

Property APN and
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21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

07902220210000

6Z - Not eligible

This property was
previously documented
27 years ago in 1985, but
the completed DPR Form
provides no
recommendation
regarding eligibility for the
California or Sacramento
Registers. The OHP
Status Code for this
property lists it as eligible
for local designation.

When constructed, the c.1911 portion of this property served as a grocery store (Duncan’s Store) until the
1940s when it was converted to an oil reclamation plant (Brighton Oil Depot). The c.1915 bungalow once
served as home to the owners of the grocery store/oil depot. This building is currently in commercial use. The
property is located along Folsom Boulevard, an early transportation corridor in Sacramento and the region. It is
one of few buildings within the plan area from the early twentieth century. Duncan’s Store served area
residents and likely benefitted from its location along an important transportation route. While this property is
associated with the themes of Commerce and Residential Development, it did not play an important role or
serve as an impetus in commercial development in Sacramento, the region, or along Folsom Boulevard. As
a grocery store, it was one of many businesses discussed in the historic context from this period established
along this route. As such, this property does not meet Criterion 1 of the California Register and does not
possess a significant association with an important broad pattern in local or regional history under the
Sacramento Register.

Based on the information in
the completed DPR 523
Form, its historic use and
related contextual themes,
Mead & Hunt does not find
that this property meets the
criteria for listing in the
California or Sacramento
Registers.
c.1911 store/oil depot,
one-story, concrete
foundation, rectangular
plan, frame, horizontal
wood and corrugated
metal cladding, fixedframe windows with
transoms, overhead
retractable garage door,
canopy and pump island;

Based on a literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of
historic significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Abraham Duncan, the first owner, was born in 1859 and died in 1951; no
evidence was found on him or his wife, Etta, to suggest either of them are important in local or regional
22
history.
As a commercial property type, the form and features of the building do not suggest a grocery or mercantile.
Rather, it displays features associated with its use as an oil reclamation plant beginning in the 1940s. The
distinctive physical features of the property include a modest boomtown facade and a canopy extending from
the front elevation covering fuel pumps for automobile use. As such, it does not display distinctive
characteristics to convey its historic use as a grocery store. This building does not meet Criterion 3 of the
California Register and Sacramento Register criteria as a distinctive and important example of commercial
architecture.
This building was also evaluated as an oil reclamation plant. The loss of fuel pumps, the replacement of
overhead service bay doors on the front elevation with overhead retractable doors, and replacement exterior
siding are common alterations to industrial buildings of this age. Review of the 1984 photograph on the DPR
523 Form shows oil storage tanks behind the building, which have been removed. As a result of this loss,
taken together with the other alterations, this building no longer clearly conveys its function or the distinctive
physical features of an oil reclamation plant. This building does not meet Criterion 3 of the California
Register and Sacramento Register criteria as a distinctive and important example of industrial architecture.

22

“Abraham Duncan”, Burial: Odd Fellows Lawn Cemetery and Mausoleum, Sacramento, Sacramento County, California (Plot: Sec. A Lot 41 Gr 1) <
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=50082929 > accessed 26 September 2012.
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alterations include
removal of the fuel
pumps, loss of features
associated with the oil
reclamation plant that
once stood to the south
of the building, replaced
garage door, and flat roof
attached to east elevation
that connects the
commercial building to
the associated residence,
replacement metal and
vertical siding.
The property also
includes a c.1915 1.5story bungalow with a
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
construction, side gable
roof with asphalt shingles
and a shed roof dormer,
one-over-one windows,
knee brackets, integral
front porch with
balustrade; alterations
include some
replacement windows,
composite wood siding,
and an altered porch.

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

Bungalows dating to the late 1910s are plentiful in the region with many examples in Sacramento that
maintain a higher degree of integrity of residential setting, feeling, and association. As a modest example of
the Bungalow style, this house also features alterations that diminish integrity of materials and workmanship.
This residential property does not qualify for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register
under the theme of Architecture.
Consideration was also given to whether the property serves as a possible example of an early roadhouse
property type. Due to its size and close proximity (just over 3 miles from downtown) to Sacramento, it is
unlikely it served as an important waypoint or stop for travelers to or from Sacramento to the Sierra Foothills.
A review of comparison roadhouse properties includes the 14-mile Roadhouse, located in Citrus Heights in
Sacramento County. The 14-Mile Roadhouse is listed in the California Register and is the only surviving
roadhouse between Sacramento and Auburn constructed much earlier in the 1850s. The Llano Road
Roadhouse in Sebastopol in Sonoma County is listed in the National Register as an excellent example of
23
Greek Revival architecture and was also constructed in the 1850s between Petaluma and Sebastopol. As
such, this property does not compare favorably to other roadhouses that have been recognized for their
important contribution to local and state history. Duncan’s Grocery Store was constructed nearly 60 years
later, well after the early establishment and use of the Folsom Boulevard corridor for travel to the Sierra and
the resulting boom associated with the Gold Rush.
(See images on next page)

23

Peak & Associates, Inc., 14 Mile House (prepared for City of Citrus Heights History and Arts Commission, May 2012, report available at
http://www.citrusheights.net/docs/14_mile_house_report.pdf (accessed 12 October 2012); National Register of Historic Places, “Llano Road Roadhouse (#78000804),”
Sonoma County, California, http://www.nationalregisterofhistoricplaces.com/ca/Sonoma/state.html (accessed 11 October 2012); Noehill in San Francisco, “National
Register #78000804, Llano Road Roadhouse,” National Register of Historic Places in Sonoma County.” http://www.noehill.com/sonoma/nat1978000804.asp (accessed 11
October 2012).
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6Z - Not eligible

Commercial
building

7500

Folsom
Boulevard

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

07902220220000
c.1965, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan,
concrete structural
system, front gable roof
with metal roof, garage
doors on west elevation;
alterations includes a
large replacement
storefront.

This commercial property does not appear to have an important association with commercial development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II commercial properties are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would be
associated with early or a formative period of commercial development; or served as an impetus to
commercial development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also
displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and
diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902300040000

Commercial
building

7610

Folsom
Boulevard

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
structural system clad in
sheet metal, flat roof, two
garage bays, glass
storefront, original
restrooms on west side,

This commercial property does not appear to have an important association with commercial development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II commercial properties are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would be
associated with early or a formative period of commercial development; or served as an impetus to
commercial development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902300410000

Commercial
building

8040

Folsom
Boulevard

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1965, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
structural system with
composite wood, front
gable roof with exposed
beams, glass storefront
across entire facade,
modern gas islands and
canopies.

This commercial property does not appear to have an important association with commercial development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II commercial properties are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would be
associated with early or a formative period of commercial development; or served as an impetus to
commercial development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902510140000

Industrial building

2867

Heinz Street
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c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, metal
frame with metal siding,
side gable roof with
corrugated metal, multilight steel frame windows,
garage doors,.

This industrial building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Metal frame construction is a common post-World War II construction method
and the building has no distinctive design features. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally
distinctive architectural style or property type. It is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register
nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. A better representative example would be associated with
early or a formative period of industrial development; or served as an impetus to industrial development
within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. Due to the lack of significance,
this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible
This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. The property is an isolated
residence surrounded by modern industrial development.
Based on a literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of
historic significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria.

07902510100000

Single-family
property

2904

Hunt Street

\\sac-fp01\entp\2753500\120498.00\TECH\final\120802A.docx

c.1915, one-story,
concrete foundation,
square plan, concrete
block with stucco,
pyramidal hip roof with
tile and exposed rafters,
windows boarded over,
property is vacant, onecar garage on property.

This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style, period, or property
type. A better representative example of early worker housing important for its association with the
development of rail transport of agricultural goods would include other worker housing and/or physical
remnants of the Sacramento Valley Railroad, which is now used by Sacramento Light Rail Transit. A better
example would retain its integrity of a mixed use residential and industrial setting, association, and feeling by
the presence of other historic age resources. Due to a lack of significance and diminished integrity it does
not qualify under Criterion 3 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria.
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6Z - Not eligible
This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. The property is an isolated
residence, one of many that once existed along this street, now surrounded by asphalt parking lots and
encroaching modern industrial development.
Based on a literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of
historic significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria.
06100810190000

Single-family
property

8005

Merced
Avenue
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c.1940, two-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
with stucco, side gable
roof with asphalt shingles
and shed roof wall
dormer, decorative
brickwork, two-car
detached garage;
alterations include
second-story balcony and
painted rusticated
window and door
surrounds.

This house is one of few residential properties within the plan area that displays elements of an architectural
style with modest design features associated with the Tudor Revival style, including a rusticated brick pattern
along the first story fenestration. Despite being atypical for the plan area, these details are too modest to
merit importance as a representative of the application of the Tudor Revival style to residential architecture.
This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type and is
not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. In
addition, it displays diminished integrity resulting from the nonhistoric second-story balcony, painted brick,
and shed roof former.
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6Z - Not eligible

06100810150000

Single-family
property

8015

Merced
Avenue
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This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.

c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan with
projecting bay, frame with
stucco, hip roof with
asphalt shingles;
alterations include
replacement windows.
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6Z - Not eligible

06100810140000

Single-family
property

8021

Merced
Avenue
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c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
irregular plan, frame
construction with
horizontal wood siding,
gable-on-hip roof with
asphalt shingles and
exposed rafters;
alterations include
multiple additions,
replacement windows,
non-historic exterior
cladding.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

06100830010000

Single-family
property

7900

Napa
Avenue
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c.1960, one-story,
concrete foundation,
ranch, frame with
horizontal ship-lap wood
cladding and vertical
wood in gable ends, side
gable with asphalt
shingles and exposed
rafters, picture window
and two-over-two
horizontally divided
windows, one-car
detached garage;
alterations include some
replacement windows.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902700180000

Industrial Building

3000

Power Inn
Road

1967 multi-story, concrete
foundation, rectangular
plan, concrete block and
steel beam structural
system clad in corrugated
metal, side gable roof
clad in metal, multi-light
windows; building
includes an office
addition on east elevation
with elevated windows
and wide overhanging
eaves with prow
designed by Jack
Hannaford; large rear
steel warehouse addition.

Based on a review of city directories, Gilmore Steel Company was the first business to operate in this
building, beginning in 1958. The company continued to operate at the site through the early 1980s.
Research and literature review did not indicate that the Gilmore Steel Company played an important role in
industrial development trends in Sacramento, the region, or the plan area. As such, this industrial building
does not appear to have an important association with an important event, pattern, or themes in the historic
context and did not make a significant contribution to the history of Sacramento, the region, or within the plan
area. Therefore, it does not possess significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. A better representative example would be associated with the early and
formative period of industrial/commercial development within the plan area that served as the impetus of
industrial or manufacturing expansion.
Based on a literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of
historic significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. William G. Gilmore founded Gilmore Steel between 1926-1928, in which it first
operated in San Francisco and in Portland, Oregon. In 1987 the company became Oregon Steel Mills.
Research did not reveal that William Gilmore or the Gilmore Steel Company to have influenced any
important advances or innovative industrial or manufacturing processes in steel production in Sacramento,
24
regionally, or in California.
The building’s design features include elevated bands of industrial windows and exposed steel framing with
steel cladding on the multi-level main warehouse (east elevation) and a metal multi-level warehouse with
steel cladding over pole construction to the rear (west elevation). The main elevation features a one-story
brick attached office with bands of elevated fixed-frame windows and an overhanging front gable roof with a
partially cantilevered prow roof. This industrial building displays features that are typically found on industrial
and commercial buildings from the 1960s, but displays the most notable industrial architecture in the plan
area with modest elements of the late International style. The late-International style is characterized by the
following design features: box-shaped, flat roof, structure itself is the ornament, exposed structural systems,

24

The William G. Gilmore Foundation, at http://www.pfs-llc.net/gilmore/index.html, accessed 29 September 2012; Oregon Steel Mills,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oregon_Steel_Mills, accessed 29 September 2012.
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cantilevers, smooth walls, glass curtain walls or windows ribbons, prominent use of metal in fenestration.

25

This building represents the end of the application of the late-International style when compared to similar
industrial buildings in Sacramento. The Zellerbach Paper Company (1949) located at 1100 Richards
Boulevard and the McKesson & Robbins Wholesale Drug and Liquor Distribution Center (1951; designed by
th
architect Herbert Goodpaster) located at 524 N. 7 Street/801 Richards Boulevard both feature a single level
entryway with a flat roof canopies attached to a vertically massed central tower with projecting horizontal
banding above small elevated windows. Overall the buildings exhibit characteristics of the late-International
style with boxy horizontal massing and minimal ornamentation. The Sacramento Theatrical Lighting
Company building (1951; designed by architect Albert C. Martin) located at 950 Richards Boulevard features
an overall boxy horizontal design with a window ribbon at the entrance, projecting wall planes, and minimal
ornamentation indicative of the late-International style. These comparison properties were constructed by
companies with a long history in the region, are early examples representing the formative period of
industrial development during the post-World War II period of growth in Sacramento, include the involvement
26
of notable architects, and all of which were found to qualify for the California and Sacramento Register.
No evidence was found during research on the work of Jack Hannaford to indicate that he was an important
local or regional designer. As such, the building does not represent the work of a significant architect in
Sacramento or the region and it is not a distinctive example of an architectural style and a late example of its
property type within the context of Sacramento. Earlier examples of industrial property types that display
elements of the late-International style exist in Sacramento that better represent the formative post-World
War II period of industrial development. Due to the lack of significance, this property does not meet the
Criterion 3 for listing in the California Register or Sacramento Register criteria.
(See images on next page)

25

Michael, Michelle, Adam Smith, and Jennifer Sin, The Architecture of the Department of Defense: A Military Style Guide (Washington, D.C.: Legacy Resource
Management Program, 2011), 70-71. This source provides a good analysis of architectural styles applied to warehouses, offices, and otherwise utilitarian buildings such as
manufacturing plants.
26

Paula Boghosian, Department of Parks and Recreation Primary Records of the Sacramento Theatrical Lighting Company, Zellerbach Paper Company, and
McKesson & Robbins Wholesale Drug and Liquor Distribution Center, prepared as part of the Richards Boulevard Area Architectural and Historical Property Survey by
Historic Environment Consultants, January 1999.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902820270000

Industrial building

3300

Power Inn
Road
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c.1965, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, appears
to integrate older flat roof
commercial building into
massing, concrete
structural system, barrel
roof with asphalt
shingles, garage door;
alterations include
addition of quoins and
edging around doors.

This industrial building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Concrete construction is a common post-World War II construction method
and the building has no distinctive design features. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally
distinctive architectural style or property type. It is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register
nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. A better representative example would be associated with
early or a formative period of industrial development; or served as an impetus to industrial development
within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. Due to the lack of significance and
loss on integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

06100230270000

Commercial
building

3900

Power Inn
Road
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c.1965, one-story,
concrete foundation,
irregular plan, concrete
block and frame,
mansard roof with tile,
concrete block end walls;
alterations include vertical
composite wood siding,
replacement windows,
and shed roof patio
addition to side.

This commercial property does not appear to have an important association with commercial development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II commercial properties are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would be
associated with early or a formative period of commercial development; or served as an impetus to
commercial development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also
displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and
diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

06100240110000

Religious building

3930

Power Inn
Road
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c.1940, one-story, raised
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan,
concrete block, front
gable roof with asphalt
shingles and horizontal
wood in gable end, multilight casement windows,
modular detached nonhistoric annex; alterations
include non-historic
canopy added over front
steps.

This religious property is the only church located within the plan area. Based on a literature review,
research, and interview with the current pastor, the church does not have a significant historic association
with an ethnic group, event, or pattern of events important to the history of Sacramento or the region. As a
result, the church does not possess significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. In addition, the property does not have a known association with a person of
historic significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Concrete block construction is a common construction method and the
building has no distinctive design features. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally
distinctive architectural style or property type. It is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register
nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. At better example of a religious building would be associated
with specific events important to the history of Sacramento or region and/or display distinctive design
characteristics. Due to the lack of significance, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

06100240130000

Commercial
Building

4024

Power Inn
Road
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c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
with stucco, replacement
sliding sash windows,
wide awning overhang on
facade.

This commercial property does not appear to have an important association with commercial development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II commercial properties are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would be
associated with early or a formative period of commercial development; or served as an impetus to
commercial development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also
displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and
diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

06101130070000

Industrial Building

4580

Power Inn
Road
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c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan,
concrete exterior, thin
concrete parapet, flat
roof, two garage doors at
rear; alterations include
replacement windows.

This industrial building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial development; or served as an impetus to industrial development within the plan
area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to
physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not
meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

06101130140000

Commercial
building

4600

Power Inn
Road
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c.1950, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
with stucco, flat roof,
elevated sliding sash
windows, overhang on
north elevation.

This commercial property does not appear to have an important association with commercial development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II commercial properties are plentiful in the region. A better representative example would be
associated with early or a formative period of commercial development; or served as an impetus to
commercial development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also
displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the
California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and
diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the
Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902810280000

Single-family
property

3300

Ramona
Avenue
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c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation,
Ranch, frame
construction with applied
stucco and brick veneer,
hip roof, cutaway front
stoop, one-beside-one
windows, attached
garage; alterations
include replacement
windows.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not
significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to
the lack of significance and diminished integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the
California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902810150000

Single-family
property

3304

Ramona
Avenue
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This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. A better
example would retain integrity of workmanship, setting, association, and feeling representative of a c.1920
residence and/or distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to physical alterations
and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register
criteria. Due to the lack of significance and loss of integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing
in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.

c.1920, one story, raised
concrete foundation,
rectangular form, frame
with stucco and halftimbered detail, front
gable roof, shed roof
awning over door;
alterations include
replacement windows.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902810220000

Single-family
property

3316

Ramona
Avenue
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This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance this property does not meet the criteria for
listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.

c.1955, one-story,
concrete foundation,
Ranch, frame with stucco
and brick veneer, hip roof
with asphalt shingles,
one-over-one windows,
integral one-car garage.
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6Z - Not eligible

07903000060000

Ancillary
industrial/
commercial
building

3562

Ramona
Avenue
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c.1965, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular form, frame
with corrugated metal
siding, side gable,
integrated service/parking
area with square
supports.

This ancillary building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial/commercial development; or served as an impetus to industrial/ commercial
development within the plan area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays
diminished integrity due to physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California
Register nor does it meet Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and diminished
integrity, this property does not meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento
Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902820190000

Industrial building

7949

Ramona
Avenue
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c.1940, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular form, metal
structural system with
corrugated metal
cladding, front gable roof
with corrugated metal,
garage door; alterations
include non-historic flat
roof office addition with
stucco exterior and steel
frame multi-light windows.

This industrial building does not appear to have an important association with industrial/commercial
development in Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess
significance under Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a
literature review and research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic
significance and does not possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet
Sacramento Register Criteria. This property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive
architectural style or property type. A better representative example would be associated with early or a
formative period of industrial development; or served as an impetus to industrial development within the plan
area, city, or region; and retain distinctive design features. It also displays diminished integrity due to
physical alterations and is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance and loss of integrity, this property does not
meet the criteria for listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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6Z - Not eligible

07902810160000

Multiple-family
property

3308-3312

Ramona
Avenue
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c.1965, one-story,
concrete foundation,
rectangular plan, frame
with composite wood
siding and stucco, side
gable roof, integral onecar garages, stoops with
front gable roof;
alterations include
replacement multi-light
windows.

This residential property does not appear to have an important association with residential development in
Sacramento or the region or other themes in the historic context and does not possess significance under
Criterion 1 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. Based on a literature review and
research, the property does not have a known association with a person of historic significance and does not
possess significance under Criterion 2 of the California Register or meet Sacramento Register criteria. This
property is not an example of a locally or regionally distinctive architectural style or property type. PostWorld War II homes are plentiful in the region. A better representative example from this period would retain
distinctive design features. It is not significant under Criterion 3 of the California Register nor does it meet
Sacramento Register criteria. Due to the lack of significance this property does not meet the criteria for
listing in the California Register or the Sacramento Register.
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1CL - Listed in California Register and 5D2 – the portion of this segment south of Brighton Underpass
contributes to the First Continental Railroad.
The First Transcontinental Railroad is already listed in the California Register and meets Sacramento
Register criteria for its association with broad trends that are significant in the City’s history.

No APN No.

First
Transcontinental
Railroad
P-34-505
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This property was
previously documented,
most recently in 2009,
and found to meet the
criteria for listing in the
California Register.
Based on the information
in the completed DPR
523 Form, Mead & Hunt
concurs with the previous
evaluation and also
recommends that it meets
Sacramento Register
criteria.
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1928, concrete, steel,
and levee engineering
structures, patterned
concrete abutment walls,
rough finished panels,
steel flood gates.

Brighton
Underpass
(Bridge No.

23C0235) and
Floodgate
P-34-4121

Folsom
Boulevard at
railroad
tracks,
approx. 800
feet west of
U.S.
Highway 50
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This property was
previously documented,
most recently in 2009,
and found to meet the
criteria for listing in the
National Register.
Based on the information
in the completed DPR
523 Form, Mead & Hunt
concurs with the previous
evaluation and
recommends that it meets
the California and
Sacramento Register
criteria for designation.

3S - Eligible for the for the National Register and California
5S2 – Individually eligible for local designation.
The Brighton Underpass (Bridge No. 23C0235) and Floodgate were previously recommended eligible for
listing in the National Register. Properties listed or determined eligible for the National Register are
automatically listed in the California Register. These structures also meet the Sacramento Register criteria.
(See images on next page)
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Property APN and
description

21

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)
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Table 3. Results of Survey and Evaluation of Built Environment Properties at Least 45 Years in Age
Name/Historic
Function and
Primary No. (if
previously
documented)
(based on OHP
Classification)

Sacramento
Valley Railroad

Address
(Main address
as shown on
survey maps
in Appendix
C)

Street

Located along
north side of
Brighton
Avenue
(currently the
alignment of
the
Sacramento
Light Rail
Transit)
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Property APN and
description

21

This property was
previously documented,
most recently in 2009,
and found to meet the
criteria for listing in the
National Register.
Based on information
available, Mead & Hunt
concurs with the previous
evaluation that it meets
National , California, and
Sacramento Register
criteria for its association
with important trends in
history.

OHP Status Code, Recommendation/Evaluation Rationale, and Representative Image(s)

2B – Determined eligible for the National Register as an individual property
5S2 – Individually eligible for local designation.
The Sacramento Valley Railroad was previously recommended eligible for listing in the National Register.
Properties listed or determined eligible for the National Register are automatically listed in the California
Register.
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5.

Archaeology

ECORP assisted Mead & Hunt to provide an analysis to identify areas of high sensitivity for historic and
prehistoric archaeological sites within the plan area to provide recommendations for further
archaeological investigations in the future for proposed projects. Archaeological survey was not
completed as part of this report.
Although the entire plan area has not been surveyed for archaeological resources, the limited previous
investigations plus the overall depositional environment provides insight into the sensitivity of the plan
area to yield archaeological deposits. Based on this information, ECORP developed a model for
archaeological sensitivity for the plan area. The model is organized first by component (prehistoric and
historical archaeological sites) and then by levels of sensitivity. Each has its own set of recommendations
for analysis, which would be required under any subsequent environmental review process. As future
analysis is carried out, including archaeological survey of previously unsurveyed areas, this model may
require revision.

A.

Prehistoric archaeological sites

Prehistoric archaeological sites include, but are not limited to, villages, campsites, and resource
procurement areas. They take many different forms, including: circular depressions; dark, greasy midden
soils; concentrations of cut or processed animal bone; shell deposits; fractured or heat-affected stone;
projectile points (“arrowheads”); hand stones and grinding slicks; human burials; and other cultural
manifestations. Previous archaeological surveys for the perimeter and a portion of the interior of the plan
area have not yielded any archaeological sites; however, those studies were limited to surface
examination of a highly built environment. Given the lack of data on record, a determination of the
sensitivity for prehistoric resources required a review of soils and geological data.
The plan area is located close to the American River, an ancestral drainage that transports late Cenozoic
age sedimentary deposits from the Sierra Nevada onto the Sacramento Valley floor (Wagner et al. 1987).
Adjacent to it, the landforms are composed of high terraces consisting of glacial outwash deposits and
ancient channel gravels of the American River (Windingstad and Homburg 2012), which reflect the
meandering of the river over time. As such, the current location of the river is not necessarily the same as
it was during prehistoric times. Because prehistoric Native American archaeological sites were typically
located along the banks of the major waterways, with close access to food sources, water, and
transportation corridors, the prediction of the locations of such sites today must take into consideration
the entire meander belt of the river.
At its nearest point, the plan area is situated approximately one-half-mile from the present-day location of
the American River. Although a geoarchaeological study of the plan area has not been carried out,
similar studies in the area (e.g., Windingstad and Homburg 2012; Bornyasz 2010a, b) have concluded
that there exists a potential for deeply buried archaeological sites within the floodplains and terraces of
the American River. To assist in the development of this sensitivity model, ECORP consulted the USDA
Natural Resources Conservation Service and acquired a Custom Soil Resource Report for the plan area
(USDA 2012). There are three mapped soil types, or units, within the plan area indicated in Table 4.
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Table 4. Surface Soil Types Within the Plan Area
Map Unit
Symbol

Map Unit Name

Percent in Specific
Plan Area

Primary
Landform

Parent
Material

Potential for
Buried Sites?

219

San Joaquin-Urban
land complex, 0 to 2
percent slopes

69.0

Terraces

Alluvium
derived from
granite

Yes (within 54
inches of surface
at hardpan)

227

Urban land

14.2

Urban

N/A

N/A

240

Xerarents-Urban landSan Joaquin complex,
0 to 5 percent slopes

16.8

Terraces

Alluvium
derived from
granite

Yes (within 60
inches of surface
at hardpan)

Beneath the surface soils, the plan area is underlain by Pleistocene alluvium deposits from the Riverbank
Formation (CGS 2010, 2011), which is a complex mixture of consolidated ancient river-borne sediments
that has led to the formation of a near-surface hardpan layer (SHRA 2003). The Riverbank Formation
dates between 130,000 and 450,000 years before present (EDAW 2006), and forms alluvial fans and
terraces along the river. The Riverbank Formation long pre-dates the arrival of humans into the region;
therefore, any prehistoric archaeological sites are likely to be limited to within five feet of the surface,
which is the maximum known depth of the top of the hardpan (Riverbank Formation). Given that the
majority of the plan area has already been subject to urban development, it is possible that any
prehistoric archaeological sites, either on or beneath the surface, have already been impacted.
In summary, based on known data, the entire plan area can be classified as highly sensitive for
prehistoric archaeological sites, which, if present, could be significantly impacted by future development
of the plan area (see Appendix D). Prehistoric sites are more likely to exist beneath the surface;
therefore, the lack of prehistoric sites noted in the previous surface-only surveys does not reduce the
sensitivity of the plan area in those areas. Thus, the following steps are recommended for all future
project-specific environmental reviews carried out under this Specific Plan.
1. Carry out an updated records search with the NCIC.
2. Request a Sacred Lands File search from the California Native American Heritage Commission.
3. Contact those Native American tribes, organizations, or individuals recommended by the
California NAHC, or who have made requests to the City for notification of projects in this area,
regarding any potential impacts to prehistoric sites that are not on file with other sources.
4. If the project area has not been recently surveyed by a professional archaeologist under current
standards, carry out a pedestrian survey of exposed (non-paved or non-covered) soils and
undeveloped land using transect intervals no wider than 15 meters and prepare a technical
report, including site records and evaluations of significance, for any newly identified sites.
5. Consult with the City’s Preservation Director to confirm compliance with City code and State law
for treatment of prehistoric archeological sites.
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6. Develop project-specific mitigation measures that seek to reduce any impacts to less than
significant, which could include construction monitoring or data recovery.
The above tasks should be carried out by a qualified professional archaeologist, who meets the Secretary
of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for prehistoric archaeology.

B.

Historic-era archaeological sites

Historic-era archaeological sites include, but are not limited to: building foundations, homesteads, refuse
deposits, fence lines, rock walls, privies, cellars, and mine tailings or features. Previous research carried
out within the plan area already identified the presence of historic-era resources from the built
environment, including historical residences, railroads, and commercial buildings. Historic-era buildings
and structures from the early part of the twentieth century and earlier typically have associated
subsurface archaeological deposits, such as privies, cellars, foundations, and refuse deposits. These
subsurface features are typically adjacent to historic structures, but in some cases the superstructure has
been demolished and not replaced. In other cases a new structure has been constructed in its place,
sometimes sitting upon the previous foundation or cellar. Therefore, the connection between a
subsurface historic-era archaeological deposit or feature and a superstructure may have been broken.
Surface archaeological sites, like historic-era refuse deposits associated with railroads, mining, or
residential occupation of the plan area, may also be present. However, given that the majority of the plan
area has been developed in modern times, surface archaeological sites may have since been removed or
impacted. In either case, historic-era archaeological sites have the potential to yield data that can be
used to answer research questions and provide information about history that is not represented in the
archival record.
A review of historical maps of the plan area provided some insight into the sensitivity of specific areas.
The 1911 USGS Brighton Quad shows that the Southern Pacific Railroad (Placerville Branch) runs from
west to east across the northern part of the plan area, parallel with and south of Jackson Avenue (now
Folsom Boulevard). This railroad was originally the Sacramento Valley Railroad, which ran from
Sacramento to Folsom and was later extended to Placerville. The Sacramento Valley Railroad was
completed to Folsom in 1856 and was the first railroad constructed in California (Robertson 1998). The
1911 Brighton Quad shows several buildings between Jackson Avenue and the railroad. The occupants
of these buildings, probably houses, would have generated domestic refuse, which now could exist as
buried refuse deposits.
The 1911 Brighton Quad also shows the Southern Pacific Railroad (Niles and Sacramento Line) along the
western boundary of the plan area. This is the segment of the First Transcontinental Railroad (Central
Pacific Railroad) that ran from the Bay Area to Sacramento and was constructed in 1869 (Robertson
1998). No buildings are shown on the 1911 Brighton Quad in the plan area along the eastern side of this
rail line. However, there could be buried refuse from railroad construction camps along this rail line.
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The 1949 USGS Sacramento East Quad shows additional buildings on the east-west streets south of 14th
Avenue in the southern tip of the triangular plan area boundaries. These buildings, probably houses,
were built between 1911 and 1949. They have since been demolished and replaced with commercialindustrial buildings. The houses that were in this area are less likely to have associated subsurface
refuse deposits because after about 1920, in urban areas, trash was no longer buried on one’s property,
but was hauled away.
Based on the existing data set, including a review of historical maps, the plan area can be classified into
two zones of sensitivity: high and moderate. The portions of the plan area that are highly sensitive for
historic-era archaeological sites include the existing railroad rights-of-way along the western plan area
boundary, and along and north of the east-west railroad through the northern part of the plan area
(between Folsom Boulevard and Brighton Avenue), and at the intersection of Alpine Avenue and Power
Inn Road, as depicted in Appendix D.
The balance of the plan area is considered moderately sensitive for historic-era archaeological resources,
which are likely to occur at the locations of late-nineteenth-century and early-twentieth-century structures,
buildings, and features.
In summary, based on known data, the plan area can be classified as highly to moderately sensitive for
historic-era archaeological sites, which, if present, could be significantly impacted by future development
of the project area. Therefore, the following steps are recommended for all future project-specific
environmental reviews carried out under this Specific Plan:
1. Carry out an updated records search with the NCIC, including a review of Sanborn Maps,
historical topographic maps, and historical aerials.
2. If the project area has not been recently surveyed by a professional archaeologist under current
standards, carry out a pedestrian survey of exposed (non-paved or non-covered) soils and
undeveloped land using transect intervals no wider than 15 meters and prepare a technical
report, including site records and evaluations of significance, for any newly identified sites.
3. Consult with the City’s Preservation Director to confirm compliance with City code and State law
for treatment of historic-era archeological sites.
4. Develop project-specific mitigation measures that seek to reduce any impacts to less than
significant, which could include construction monitoring or data recovery.
In addition, architectural historians or historians that may be carrying out historic building inventories
should coordinate with an archaeologist to ensure that associated archaeological deposits are given
sufficient consideration as part of the CEQA process.
The above tasks should be carried out by a qualified professional archaeologist who meets the Secretary
of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for historic archaeology.
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C.

Unanticipated discovery

Due to the sensitivity of the plan area, there remains a possibility that unrecorded archaeological sites are
present beneath the ground surface, and that such resources could be exposed during project
construction. Both CEQA and Section 106 require the lead agency to address any unanticipated cultural
resource discoveries during project construction. Therefore, mitigation measures for managing
unanticipated discoveries will be necessary as part of all subsequent CEQA documents, regardless of the
outcome of archaeological surveys and analyses.
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6.

Professional Qualifications

Chad Moffett, M.A.
Mead & Hunt, Inc.
With more than 13 years of professional cultural resource management experience, Mr. Moffett meets
and exceeds the educational and professional qualifications of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for Professional Qualification (per 48 FR 44738-44739) in history and architectural history. He serves as
a project manager for cultural resource compliance projects and Section 106 projects. He manages
research and field survey efforts to complete reconnaissance and intensive surveys, National Register
evaluations, and historic contexts. Moffett holds degrees in landscape architecture and historic
preservation. Moffett is a Senior Historian and Project Manager at Mead & Hunt, Inc. and is the manager
of cultural resources for Mead & Hunt in California.
Timothy Smith, M.A.
Mead & Hunt, Inc.
Mr. Smith is an architectural historian with more than nine years of experience in documenting,
evaluating, and researching historic buildings, bridges, and landscapes. He meets and exceeds the
educational and professional qualifications of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Professional
Qualification (per 48 FR 44738-44739) in history and architectural history. He has completed
reconnaissance and intensive-level architectural surveys, National Register Nominations, historical
context studies, Determinations of Eligibility, and Section 106 compliance projects. His responsibilities
include field survey, photographic documentation, historical research and report preparation. He is a
Historic Preservation Specialist for Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Lisa Westwood, MA, RPA,
ECORP Consulting, Inc., Cultural Resources Manager
Ms. Westwood is a Registered Professional Archaeologist with nearly 18 years of cultural resource
management, contract archaeology, museum curation, and teaching experience in California, Utah, New
Mexico, and the Midwest. She exceeds the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications
Standards for prehistoric and historical archaeologist, holding a B.A. degree in Anthropology and an M.A.
degree in Anthropology (Archaeology). Currently, she serves as Cultural Resources Manager for
Northern California for ECORP, as principal investigator and task manager for all cultural resources
studies north of Fresno. Her technical areas of expertise include advanced Section 106 compliance and
consultation, preparation and negotiation of agency agreement documents, human bone (osteological)
identification and analysis, historical archaeology, and lithic debitage identification. She is well versed in
impact assessment and development of mitigation measures for CEQA and Section 106 projects. Her
previous experience as a CEQA/NEPA project manager gives her a broader perspective of regulatory
compliance issues.
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Appendix A.

North Central Information Center Record Search
Results (NCIC File No: SAC-12-13)

Appendix B.

Native American Outreach

PROJECT
LOCATION/
RECORDS
SEARCH AREA

Attachment 1: Map of Specific Plan Boundaries

SHINGLE SPRINGS RANCHERIA
Shingle

Springs

Shingle

(Verona
5281
P.O.

Honpie
Box

(530)

Tract),

Road,

1340,

676-8010

Band of

Springs

Miwok

California

Placerville,

Shingle
Office

Indians,

Rancheria

Springs,

CA
CA

95667
95682

(530)676-8033

Fax

June 4, 2012

RECEIVED

Mead & Hun:

M & H Architecture, Inc.

JUN 1 1 2[)\2

180 Promenade Circle. Suite 240

Sacramento, CA 95834

MEAD HUNT, ISC.

RE: Cultural Resources Survey Update, Sacramento Center for innovation Speciric Plan.
City of Sacramento, CA
Dear Timothy Smith

The Most likely Descendant, Daniel Fonseca would like to initiate consultation process with
Mead & Hunt for the Sacramento Center for Innovation Specific Plan Area. We would also

like to request an onsite consultation. Among other things, we would like this consultation to
address the cultural and historic resource issues, pursuant to the regulations implementing
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
Prior to meeting we would like to request any and at! completed record searches and or
surveys that were done in or around the project area up to and including environmental,
archaeological and cultural reports.
Please let this letter serve as a formal request for the Shingle Springs Band of Miwok Indians
to be added as a consulting party in identifying any Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs)
that may exist within the project's Area of Potential Effects (APE).
Please contact Angela Rivera, Administrative Assistant at: (530) 698-1557 to schedule a
consultation meeting pursuant to Section 106 of the NHPA.

Sincerel

)aniel Fonseca
Cultural Resources Director

£153500 -

MlWOK
MAIDU

United Auburn Indian Community
°f 'he Auburn Rancheria
David Keyser

Kimberly DuBach

Chairman

Vice Chair

Gene Wlmehouse

Bienda Adams

Calvin Moman

Secretary

Treasurer

Council Member

June 21.2012

Timothy Smith
Cultural Resourees Specialist

08 2012

Mead & Hunt, Inc.

MEAD HUNT, I

1 SO Promenade Circle, Suite 240

Sacramento, CA 95834
Subject: New Sacramento Center Specific Plan
Dear Mr. Smith.

Thank you for requesting information regarding the above referenced project. The United

Auburn Indian Community (UAIC) of the Auburn Rancheria is comprised of Miwok and
Southern Maidu (Nisenan) people whose tribal lands arc within Placer County and ancestral
territory spans into El Dorado. Nevada. Sacramento, Sutter, and Yuba counties. The UAIC is
concerned about development within its aboriginal territory that has potential to impact the

lifeways, cultural sites, and landscapes that may be of sacred or ceremonial significance. We
appreciate the opportunity to comment on this and other projects in your jurisdiction.
In order to ascertain whether or not the project could affect cultural resources that may be of
importance to the UAIC, we would like to receive copies of any archaeological reports that have
been, or will be, completed for the projeet. We also request copies of future environmental
documents for the proposed project so that we have the opportunity to comment on potential
impacts and proposed mitigation measures related to cultural resources. The information

gathered will provide us with a better understanding of the project and cultural resources on site
and is invaluable for consultation purposes. Please contact us if any Native American cultural
resources are in, or found to be within, your project area.
Thank you again for taking these matters into consideration, and for involving the UAIC early in
the planning process. We look forward to reviewing the aforementioned documents as requested

and setting up a time to formally discuss this project. Please contact Marcos Guerrero, Tribal
Historic Preservation Officer, at (530) 883-2364 or email at miuierrerofeauburnrancheria.com if
you have any questions.
Sincerely,

David Keyser,
Chairman

CC: Marcos Guerrero. THPO

Tribal Office

10720 Indian Hill Road

Auburn, CA 35603

(530) 383-2390

FAX (530) 383-2380

Telephone memo
Mead & Hunt, Inc.

To: April Wallace

Company: Nisenan-So Maidu

Recorded by: Timothy Smith

Time:

Date: 19 July 2012

Telephone No.: 530-637-4279

Project: Cultural Resources Survey Update

Project No.: R2753500-120498.01

4:30 pm (Pacific)

Sacramento Center for Innovation Specific Plan
Subject: Follow-up on notification letter
I contacted Ms. Wallace to follow-up on the notification letter sent on May 22, 2012 to see if she had any
comments to share. She was not available and I left a message with her husband at the number listed
above.

:

April Wallace Moore_07-19-12.docx

Telephone memo
Mead & Hunt, Inc.

To: Eileen Moon

Company: Tsi-Akim Maidu

Recorded by: Timothy Smith

Time:

Date: 19 July 2012

Telephone No.: 530-477-0711

Project: Cultural Resources Survey

Project No.: R2753500-120498.01

4:30pm (Pacific)

Sacramento Center for Innovation Specific Plan
Subject: Follow-up on notification letter
I contacted Ms. Moon to follow-up on the notification letter sent on May 22, 2012 to see if she had any
comments to share. The original listed number was disconnected for Tsi-Akim Maidu. A message was
left for Eileen on phone number 530-274-7497.

:

Eileen Moon_07-19-12.docx

Telephone memo
Mead & Hunt, Inc.

To: Rose Enos

Company: Maidu Washoe

Recorded by: Timothy Smith

Time:

Date: 19 July 2012

Telephone No.: 530-878-2378

Project: Cultural Resources Survey Update

Project No.: R2753500-120498.01

4:30pm (Pacific)

Sacramento Center for Innovation Specific Plan
Subject: Follow-up on notification letter
I contacted Ms. Enos to follow-up on the notification letter sent on May 22, 2012 to see if she had any
comments to share. Ms. Enos expressed concern about burial sites and requested to be notified if any
discoveries are made in the future.

:

Rose Enos_07-19-12.docx
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Documented Built Environment Property Maps
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Appendix D.

Archaeological Sensitive Area Maps
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